
A Family Conversation:  
Culture, Sexuality & Scripture

Feb 6 - 27 
Wednesdays  6:15pm - 7:15pm   

Led by Pastors Scott and Audrey  
Childcare Provided



Overview 
Feb 6     A Way Forward - Rev. Wil Cantrell

Feb 13   Repentance and Definition of Terms

    Feb 20   Interpreting Scripture

    Feb 27   Where do We go from Here? 



Conversation Guidelines 
  

• Respect people, even as you critique their opinions. 

• What is self-evident to you isn’t always self-evident to  

another person.

• Talk to people, not at people. 

• Seek to understand before being understood.

• When appealing to tradition, remember not everyone  

shares or interprets that tradition in the same way. 

• Don’t paint people with too broad a brush.

• We like humor, but it is rarely helpful in these discussions.

• Disagreement is not hate 



1. We are to bear one another’s burdens. 

2. We are called to love God and love our neighbor.

3. Jesus calls us to compassion and not self-

righteousness.  We need to see people as Jesus       
saw people.  


Scriptural Principles



Some Thoughts

1. The Power and Pain of Community
2. Being a Safe place to Talk and Explore
3. Come With a Humble Heart
4. Allow the Bible to Step on Your Toes
5. The Value of Perspective Taking
6. Is There Anyone That You Can’t Love? 













Methodist Doctrinal Distinctives

1. Scripture
2. The Articles of Religion
3. Confession of Faith E.U.B
4. Wesley’s Standard Sermons
5. Wesley’s Explanatory Notes on 

the New Testament



Guide to Biblical Interpretation

1. Read Texts in Context

2. The Canon of Scripture 

3. The Primacy of Scripture





What Do Methodists  
Believe about the Bible? 

United Methodists share with other Christians the conviction that Scripture is the 
primary source and criterion for Christian doctrine. Through Scripture the living Christ 
meets us in the experience of redeeming grace. We are convinced that Jesus Christ 
is the living Word of God in our midst whom we trust in life and death.  

The biblical authors, illumined by the Holy Spirit, bear witness that in Christ the world 
is reconciled to God. The Bible bears authentic testimony to God’s self-disclosure in 
the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ as well as in God’s work of creation, in 
the pilgrimage of Israel, and in the Holy Spirit’s ongoing activity in human history 

- The Book of Discipline



The Bible is sacred canon for Christian people, formally acknowledged 
as such by historic ecumenical councils of the church. Our doctrinal 
standards identify as canonical thirty-nine books of the Old Testament 
and the twenty-seven books of the New Testament. 

Our standards affirm the Bible as the source of all that is “necessary” 
and “sufficient” unto salvation (Articles of Religion) and “is to be received 
through the Holy Spirit as the true rule and guide for faith and 
practice” (Confession of Faith). 

- The Book of Discipline



Through this faithful reading of Scripture, we may come to know 
the truth of the biblical message in its bearing on our own lives 
and the life of the world.  

Thus, the Bible serves both as a source of our faith and as the 
basic criterion by which the truth and fidelity of any 
interpretation of faith is measured. 

- The Book of Discipline



Understanding Both Sides









Things to Think About Approaching 
General Conference
Jerry Russell (2.20.19)

1. We must want to understand each other.
2. We must overcome the wall that separates us. 
3. We must have the courage to share our deeper inner thoughts and 

feelings.  
4. We must not insist on having the last word. 
5. We must remember that Jesus through the power of the Spirit will 

help us communicate. 
6. We must remember Jesus is in control and nothing will overcome His 

church (Matt 16:18) 



Holy Conferencing
-  Recognize that where 2 -3 gather in Jesus’ name, He is there with    

them (Matt 18:20)
- Recognize that God loves you all
- Assume they’re not all wrong and you’re not all right
- Speak in grace and speak only what is good
- Seek to understand, than to be understood
- Use the words “I” and “I feel” instead of speaking generally about the 

other.
-


